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The rules are easy, just move the light tools and connect them with the red tools so that everything rotates. You will need your wisdom and imagination. Blow up your stress! Discover tons of levels or create your own level. Relax. Enjoy! Logical puzzle game about tool mechanics. Features:* Thousands of
exhilarating levels.* Play for free, play in any place at any time.* Suitable for all ages. For adults and children.* Get a great fun and fun experience as a mechanic (engineer) through gears.* Simple rules, good gameplay. You'll find addiction.* There's a button to save battery power.* Educational game.*
You can create your own levels.* Play interesting levels created by other players.* New player vs player mode(pvp).* Visual themes to choose from: wood, metal, ice, paper and stone.* Non-stop play with skip level.* Physics Puzzler, Physics-based gaming.* No time limit.* No WIFI? Games you can play
offline.* Annoying ads? no problem! Buy AD FREE . . . INDICATIONS: It'good.friend.email help. Welcome to the world of machine tools. Goal of the game: Let all the red rotate gear. You have several common tools of different sizes. You can move and connect them to each other. With their help, you need
to transfer the rotation from the green wheel to all the other wheels. Fingers move smoothly without the need for a reference net. You can move millimeters to capture moments of rotation. Absolute freedom, a variety of puzzle solutions to provide good training for your brain. Train your intelligence in a
special game. Features: - Thousands of levels, constantly adding new experiments. - All the puzzles are open at once. - You can create your own levels. - Play interesting levels created by other players. - Rotate the blue gear with your fingers. - Visual themes to choose from: wood, metal, ice, paper and
stone. - Physics puzzle game, physics-based game. - There's no time limit. - No WI-FI? You can play offline games. - Educational games. - Suitable for all ages. Suitable for adults and children. Game components:- Normal gears. Move them with your fingers. - Green equipment. Turn all the other gears. -
Red equipment. The goal of the game is to make them rotate at the same time. - Blue equipment. It should spin with your fingers. - Gravitational speed has fallen. - Control zone. You can't put the center of the tools on it. They're going to get into all the tools they're engaged in. through them. - Track
(toothband). A shelf. You can put aside obstacles. - Huge equipment with inner teeth. You can put pinions in it. Precise simulation of actual physical parameters: torque transfer, angle speed, number of teeth and wheel diameter. A free relaxing puzzle game with beautiful graphics will a lot of fun for
children and adults. Suitable for the whole family. Evaluate your game on Facebook: and learn about all developments. The game continues to evolve. With each update, you will find new elements and mechanisms. Logical Puzzles Gears – A logical game in which you have to collect a mechanism from
the tools provided to you. Your goal is to make it work as fast as possible and better. After all, the range of free-moving tools is limited, and only you can move them and remove them from your positions. Use all your possibilities. WORK us Run Online Gears Logic Puzzles is a game that is designing, so
you can develop your imagination to move the light tools and connect them with the red tools. Its purpose is for everything to be able to rotate. ERAN CAPTS: APP REVIEW and description: This game has the following features: - It offers a lot of game levels. - It can be played by the peaople of all ages. -
It's very simple to play. - It's very exciting. - It's a physics-based game. - It gives clues. - It's free. This is a pretty good game. Our ApkOnline score is 6. Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Logical puzzle game about tool mechanics. The rules are easy, just move the light tools and connect
them with the red tools so that everything rotates. You will need your wisdom and imagination. Blow up your stress! Discover tons of levels. Relax. Enjoy! Features:- Thousands of levels.- Visual themes to choose from: wood, metal.- mechanical puzzle.- educational game.- Free game, play in any place, at
any time.- moment.- for all ages. For adults and children.- Get extremely fun and fun mechanical (engineer) tool experience.- Simple rules, good gameplay. You'll find addiction.- There's a button to save battery power.- Physics Puzzler, physics-based games.- No time limit.- No WIFI? Games you can play
offline.- SUGESTS: It's a good friend.- E-mail help. June 13, 2020 Version 1.33 Fix error saving completed levels Thank you very much is very nice game and I like for those of you who do not like ads turn on airplane mode and you will not get ads because the game will not have internet to get ads for you
great game without 'em I like this game very much. I finished each level, except those that are impossible because of poor design, would; the wheels are fixed, actuated tools that are locked from the beginning and driving tools that are locked from the beginning. Hey designer, fix these levels before you try
to add more. The developer, Sergey Tropin, did not provide details about its privacy practices and data manipulation to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when submitting the next update of the app. App Support Privacy
Policy TapTap single-click installation Discover more games Connect with more than 60 million players easier to find interesting games and surprising level reviews that will test your logic and creativity skills Very much like Candy Crush Saga, but with colorful fruits! Puzzles and snails, all in one game Take
this woman from every dangerous situation Give this poor crocodile some water Direct all the balls towards van Pikachu used fun thunder: it is very effective! Shoot colored balls and make them all explode explode
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